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1. Quote of the Month 

 
"Affordable, effective, and visually appealing solar has been one of the most talked-about 

promises in the roofing industry."-- Anthony Ruffine, GAF vice president of renewable 

energy & strategic marketing.  

 
(GAF, one of the largest roofing manufacturers in North America with revenue of USD 3bn, 

has launched a breakthrough integrated solar roof – DecoTech. The firm is the operating 
subsidiary of Standard Industries Inc.) 

 

"We heard from established solar contractors who want to add the DecoTech product to 

their line, as well as roofing contractors who see the potential to build their businesses with 
an innovative offering that integrates smoothly with their existing business." Mr Ruffine 

added.  

 

Indeed, solar panels installed on top of roofs have been replaced by integrated technology 
solutions over time, mainly due to the more complex shopping dynamics that characterise 

customers’ needs. Since the late 90s, efficiency-driven solutions have bowed to evolving 
patterns, according to which the marginal utility of the consumer diminishes if the 

aesthetics standards are not met. 

 

2. Construction & Tech Mix  

 

2006 was the watershed for several clean-energy projects. Not only it became harder to 
model how much companies would be granted in terms of public subsidies, but also 

commercial banks started to feel the pinch of possibly decreasing returns associated to 
renewable investments due to an apparent imbalance between demand and supply. 

 
Back then, however, the household had already bought into the clean-energy story after 
years of sustained growth, while sustained growth rates have ensued to these days and 

are likely to persist over the medium term, based on several market projections we sighted. 
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In the last 10 years alone, scientists, entrepreneurs and governments scrambled for clean-

tech solutions, and many solar energy-related technologies evolved to a stage of maturity, 
but the builders inevitably lagged, given that they were unprepared to exploit shifting trends, 

in most cases. In a way, many of them felt squeezed between an excess of demand and a 
lack of confidence to get projects through the implementation phase on a larger scale. The 

chart below shows trends since the turn of the century, with forecasts pointing to a still 
significant CAGR until 2022. 

 

 
(Exhibit 1. Evolution of global total solar photovoltaic installed capacity 2000-2015) 

(Source: Solar Power Europe) 

 

 
(Exhibit 2. Global Total Solar PV Market Scenarios until 2020 in GW) 

(Source: Solar Power Europe) 

 
For the construction industry, it has always been a balancing act between traditional 

projects management dynamics and innovation driven by social awareness as well as 
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sustainability. From a typical supplier/contractor relationship, builders and solar companies 

have now shown a willingness to become partners, working closely on projects that can be 
scaled up. 

 
Other trends, as the chart below shows, are also very encouraging.  

 

 
(Exhibit 3. Construction spending in the US market 2006-2016) 

(Source: The Associated General Contractors of America) 

 

Oliver Koehler, founder and CEO of SunTegra, recently noted that “solar shingles have been 

around for many, many years but typically they have had issues with cost (...) our vision 
was to provide an integrated product at a reasonable price point.”  

 
Tesla’s boss shares the same view, arguing that “It’s not a thing on the roof. It is the roof”, 

and it is easy to speculate that Mr Elon Musk learned something from the rise of SunTegra 
which started to install integrated solar roof earlier than Tesla.  

 
As with GAF, which essentially transformed traditional roofing systems into solar roofing 

solutions, other roofing contractors are also looking for innovative offerings to integrate 
smoothly their suppliers’ products into their own existing business lines.  
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In this context, the current market share of the PV segment is tiny compared to the entire 

solar energy market, but its appeal to the broader public, recent trends show, will likely 
make it a hot property in a rapidly expanding market.  

 
Here are some key market drivers: 

1. Large customers potential: solar roofing solutions are well-known and accepted by 
the public.  

2. Public incentives backing solar energy and relatively relaxed regulations could 
continue to shore up returns. 

3. Value-added technology differentiation will determine the leaders and the laggards 
globally.   

4. Many partnerships are still in their infancy and more deal will likely happen between 
constructors and solar firms.  

 

3. Lights and shadows?  

 
While the US market is under the spotlight, other markets also offer a truly unique 

opportunity even for smaller companies. 

 

In South-east Asia, China, of course, is another attractive market, although there are very 
few foreign companies competing there. Our preliminary research identified ReneSolar as 

being a pioneer in the solar industry; it entered the Chinese market in 2010, and currently 
has the biggest market share in solar roofing solutions. 

 
Hurdles stem for a combination of factors that mitigate the appeal of the Chinese market. 

 
1. Limited potential for new customers in big cities. High density rates in major Chinese 

cities can be found where skyscrapers are located, and those buildings  are not 
suitable for current solar roof modules. ReneSolar only targets larger, sizeable 
detached houses or villas, usually in the countryside, while buildings in the big cities 

are usually already equipped with solar panel. 
2. Heavily regulated: companies need several approvals from the Chinese government 

to enter the market, while giving up control of any venture there.  
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3. In 2015, there were roughly 700 PV companies in China, according to GlobalData, 

which could enter the market. 
4. Expensive given the average income for households and companies.  

 
However, there remain big opportunities in Chinese market. China is the largest market for 

solar energy, with installed photovoltaic solar capacity standing at 43 gigawatts (GW) in 
2015. More broadly, tech developments as well as international partners all along the 

supply chain are being sought.  

 

4. Investment Case 

 

Here we highlight an investment case of solar company that is looking to raise fund to enter 
the US market. MPD Partner is the sole advisor in the deal. 
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